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Abstract. Tables are an ecient way to express relational information. Understanding tables is

an important task for various applications. In this paper, we describe a method of recognition of
table structures. Here the table structures are the relations of attributes and values in a table.
For this process, we employ attribute likelihood which is computed from words in tables. First
we compute weights of words from training data. Next our method identi es an attribute row (or
column) using the weights. Experimental results show the e ectiveness of our method.
1 Introduction

As the World Wide Web rapidly grows, a huge number of online documents are easily accessible on
the Web. Finding information relevant to user needs has become increasingly important. Information on
the WWW is in the form of not only text but also images and tables. Although tables are structured
information, i.e., attribute-value pairs, most of conventional information retrieval systems treat tables as
text. Since tables are an ecient way to express relational information, table extraction is a signi cant
task for web mining, QA systems, summarization and so on [2, 3, 4, 7].
In general, tables on the WWW are written in a <TABLE> tag. However, the presence of the
<TABLE> tag in an HTML document does not necessarily indicate the presence of tables. Less than
30% of HTML <TABLE> tags are real tables in one particular domain [1]. There are several approaches
to treat HTML-based tables. Although Chen et al. have reported a method for extracting tables from
HTML documents, they employed heuristic rules for table extraction [1]. Constructing rules by handwork
is costly. Wang et al. have evaluated a table extraction task with machine learning based approaches:
decision tree learning and SVMs [10]. We have reported a method for table extraction based on Bayes'
rule [8] and Transductive SVMs [9].
The purpose of most of the previous work is to detect real tables in HTML documents. For the
development of systems handling tables appropriately we need to identify relations in tables. In this paper
we de ne the relation as attribute-value pairs. Masuda et al. have reported a table structure recognition
method based on content features and layout features [5]. For example, one of the content features is unit
features such as \feet" and \inch". The appropriate selection of these features by handwork is costly.
Yoshida et al. have proposed a method for table structure recognition using an unsupervised method
that was achieved by utilizing the EM algorithm [11]. However, their method can not recognize all types
of the location of attributes and values because the number of table structures they de ned was only 9.
In this paper, we propose a method of recognition of table structures. For this method, we employ
attribute likelihood which is computed from words in tables. First we compute weights of words from
training data. The weight denotes the polarization of a word: a word is an attribute or a value. Next our
method identi es an attribute row (or column) using the weights. This method classi es <TABLE> tags
into real tables and <TABLE> tags used for layout and also can recognize all kinds of table structures.
2 Table Recognition

In this paper, real tables denote that <TABLE> tags consist of attributes and values. Figure 1 shows
an example of a real table. In Figure 1, the 1st column is the attribute area and the 2nd column is the
value area.
2.1

Weight of words

We use the weights of words appearing in tables for table structure recognition. The weights are computed
from training data. The weight denotes the polarization of a word. If the weight of a word is large, the

Fig. 1. An example of a real table.
word appears frequently in attribute rows and columns. For this process, we need a corpus containing
tagged cells (\attribute" or \value").
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Extract word strings in table cells from training data.
2. Divide the word strings into words. In order to obtain the words, we use the Japanese morphological
analyzer ChaSen1 .
3. For each word, the weight is computed as follows:
Pword (w) =

w
freqattr
w
freqtable

(1)

w is the frequency of a word w in attribute rows or columns. freq w is the frequency
where freqattr
table
of the word w in training data.
Pword (w) is a probability that the word w occurs in attribute rows or columns.
2.2

Attribute likelihood

We estimate attribute likelihood of each row and column by using the word weights computed by Eq.
(1). First we compute the weight of each cell and then the weight of all cells. Finally we compute the
in uence of each row and column. If the attribute likelihood computed from the in uence is more than
or equal to a threshold, the <TABLE> tag is a real table and the row or column is an attribute. If not,
our method judges that the <TABLE> tag is used for layout.
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
a) Compute the weight of each cell. It is computed as follows:
Pw2x Pword(w)
Pcell (x) =
(2)
Nx
where x and Nx is a cell and the number of words in the cell x respectively. If a cell does not contain
any words extracted in Section 2.1, the weight of the cell (Pcell (x)) is 0.
b) Compute the weight of a table as follows:
Px2t Pcell(x)
Ptable (t) =
(3)
Nt
where t and Nt is a <TABLE> tag and the number of cells in the <TABLE> tag t respectively.
c) Compute the in uence of each row and column. We compute two values as follows:
Px2t;x=2i Pcell(x)
Px2t;x=2j Pcell(x)
Prow (i) =
; Pcol (j ) =
(4)
j
Ni
t

Nt

where i and j are a row and a column respectively. Nti and Ntj are the total number of cells from
which the row i and the column j were removed. If i (or j ) is an attribute in t, Prow (i) (or Pcol (j ))
is small value.
d) Detect the minimum value Pmin from all Prow and Pcol . Finally we compute the maximum value of
attribute likelihood.
Pmax = Ptable 0 Pmin
(5)
If Pmax > T h , the row or the column is an attribute of the table t. T h is a threshold value.
Figure 2 shows an example of the process. The values in the cells in Fig. 2 denote the values of Pcell (x).
1
http://chasen.naist.jp/hiki/ChaSen/
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Fig. 2. An example of the process.
3 Experiment
3.1

Dataset

We evaluated the appropriateness for the proposed method with a dataset. The data was extracted
from several manufacturer's sites by a le-downloading software. The total number of pages is 10935.
We extracted 3229 <TABLE> tags from the pages. These <TABLE> tags did not contain nested tables,
<A> tags, <IMG> tags, COLSPAN and ROWSPAN attributes2 . The tables in the data contained 2 or
more rows and columns at least. The dataset for this evaluation was constructed by 1000 <TABLE> tags
extracted from the <TABLE> tags randomly. The dataset contains real tables and <TABLE> tags for
layout. We evaluated our method with 5-fold cross validation.
Our method needs a threshold T h in the detection process of the maximum value of attribute likelihood. We compared several threshold by handwork with a threshold calculated from training data
automatically. The threshold by mechanical work was computed as follows:
# of words that belong to attributes in training data
Th =
(6)
# of words in training data
3.2

Experimental results

Table 1 shows the experimental result. The \simple method" in Table 1 was a simpli ed method. This
method used the weights computed in the process a) in the Section 2.2. Next the method computed the
following scores of each row and column.
P Pcell(x)
P Pcell(x)
x2j
x
2
i
(7)
Srow (i) =
# of cells in a row i ; Scol(j ) = # of cells in a column j
Finally the method computed Pmax = max(Srow ; Scol ).
The accuracy of the proposed method outperformed the simple method and the related work. The
best accuracy was 84.5 % in the case that the T h = 0:07. The threshold by handwork outperformed that
computed from the training data automatically. However, the best threshold was close to the mechanical
threshold. Hence the value computed from training data is useful to determine the best threshold by
handwork.
One of the reasons that the accuracy of related work was low is the problem of the features they
employed. The accuracy of their method depends on the features that they decided by hand. Their
features were not suitable for our dataset. Moreover their method is not appropriate to recognize small
tables, especially 2 2 2 tables. These results show the e ectiveness of our method.
2
The <A> tag is the anchor tag for hypertext documents. The <IMG> tag is used to insert images within text.
The ROWSPAN and COLSPAN attributes indicate how many rows or columns this cell overlaps.

Table 1. The result of the experiment
by handwork
from training data simple method Related work [5]
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0.0786
0.15
Accuracy 67.2 76.9 82 84.5 82.5 81.7 80.7
82.6
78.4
56.6
Th

One of the problems of our method is the number of training data. For constructing a strong table
recognizer, our method requires a large amount of training data. However, gathering the training data
by handwork is costly. To solve this problem, Yoshida et al. employed EM algorithm [11]. Ohmae et al.
have reported a method of automated extraction of attribute words in tables [6]. The method is based
on a supposition that attribute words frequently appear in the 1st column and row of the tables. With
regard to their experiment, they obtained 77.4 points in F-measure without training data. We evaluated
this method with our experimental dataset. However, the accuracy of the table recognition was very low
(less than 30%). The reason for the low accuracy in our dataset was that they treated only data that
was retrieved with some queries in their experiment. In other words, their method is an e ective solution
for domain-speci c data. This result shows that we need to consider some modi cations for applying the
approach to our method.
4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method of recognition of table structures. For this process, we used attribute
likelihood which is computed from words in tables. This method classi ed <TABLE> tags into real tables
and <TABLE> tags used for layout and also recognized table structures, i.e., attribute-value pairs. The
experimental results show the e ectiveness of the proposed method.
Our future work includes (1) the expansion of our method for tables that contain 2 or more attribute
rows or columns and (2) the reduction of training data with machine learning methods and heuristic
models of tables.
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